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Abstract
A generative model may generate utter nonsense when it is fit to maximize the likelihood of observed
data. This happens due to “model error,” i.e., when the true data generating distribution does not
fit within the class of generative models being learned. To address this, we propose a model of active
distribution learning using a binary invalidity oracle that identifies some examples as clearly invalid,
together with random positive examples sampled from the true distribution. The goal is to maximize
the likelihood of the positive examples subject to the constraint of (almost) never generating examples
labeled invalid by the oracle. Guarantees are agnostic compared to a class of probability distributions.
We show that, while proper learning often requires exponentially many queries to the invalidity oracle,
improper distribution learning can be done using polynomially many queries.
1 Introduction
Generative models are often trained in an unsupervised fashion, fitting a model q to a set of observed data
xP ⊆ X drawn iid from some true distribution p on x ∈ X. Now, of course p may not exactly belong to
family Q of probability distributions being fit, whether Q consists of Gaussians mixture models, Markov
models, or even neural networks of bounded size. We first discuss the limitations of generative modeling
without feedback, and then discuss our model and results.
Consider fitting a generative model on a text corpus consisting partly of poetry written by four-year-olds
and partly of mathematical publications from the Annals of Mathematics. Suppose that learning to generate
a poem that looks like it was written by a child was easier than learning to generate a novel mathematical
article with a correct, nontrivial statement. If the generative model pays a high price for generating unrealistic
examples, then it may be better off learning to generate children’s poetry than mathematical publications.
However, without negative feedback, it may be difficult for a neural network or any other model to know
that the mathematical articles it is generating are stylistically similar to the mathematical publications but
do not contain valid proofs.1
As a simpler example, the classic Markovian “trigram model” of natural language assigns each word a
fixed probability conditioned only on the previous two words. Prior to recent advances in deep learning,
for decades the trigram model and its variant were the workhorses of language modeling, assigning much
greater likelihood to natural language corpora than numerous linguistically motivated grammars and other
attempts [Ros00]. However, text sampled from a trigram is typically nonsensical, e.g., the following text was
randomly generated from a trigram model fit on a corpus of text from the Wall Street Journal [JM09]:
∗Supported by ONR N00014-12-1-0999, NSF CCF-1617730, CCF-1650733, and CCF-1741137. Work partially done while
author was an intern at Microsoft Research, New England.
1This is excluding clearly fake articles published without proper review in lower-tier venues [LL13].
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They also point to ninety nine point six billion dollars from two hundred four oh six three percent
of the rates of interest stores as Mexico and gram Brazil on market conditions.
In some applications, like text compression using a language model [WNC87], maximizing likelihood is
equivalent to optimizing compression. However, in many applications involving generation, such nonsense
is costly and unacceptable. Now, of course it is possible to always generate valid data by returning random
training examples, but this is simply overfitting and not learning. Alternatively, one could incorporate
human-in-the-loop feedback such as through crowdsourcing, into the generative model to determine what is
a valid, plausible sentence.
In some domains, validity could be determined automatically. Consider a Markovian model of a well-
defined concept such as mathematical formulas that compile in LATEX. Now, consider a n-gram Markovian
character model which the probability of each subsequent character is determined by the previous n char-
acters. For instance, the expression ${2+{x-y}$ is invalid in LATEX due to mismatched braces. For this
problem, a LATEX compiler may serve as a validity oracle. Various n-gram models can be fit which only
generate valid formulas. To address mismatched braces, for example, one such model would ensure that it
always closed braces within n characters of opening, and had no nested braces. While an n-gram model will
not perfectly model the true distribution over valid LATEX formulas, for certain generative purposes one may
prefer an n-gram model that generates valid formulas over one that assigns greater likelihood to the training
data but generates invalid formulas.
Figure 1 illustrates a simple case of learning a rectangle model for data which is not uniform over a
rectangle. A maximum likelihood model would necessarily be the smallest rectangle containing all the data,
but most examples generated from this distribution may be invalid. Instead a smaller rectangle, as illustrated
in the figure, may be desired.
Figure 1: Example where the underlying distribution p is uniform over the valid region, shaded in gray. The
best valid rectangle corresponding to q∗ is outlined on top.
Motivated by these observations, we evaluate a generative model q on two axes. First is coverage, which
is related to the probability assigned to future examples drawn from the true distribution p. Second is
validity, defined as the probability that random examples generated from q meet some validity requirement.
Formally, we measure coverage in terms of a bounded loss:
Loss(p, q) = Ex∼p[L(qx)],
where L : [0, 1]→ [0,M ] is a bounded decreasing function such as the capped log-loss L(qx) = min(M, log 1/qx).
A bounded loss has the advantages of being efficiently estimable, and also it enables a model to assign 0
probability to one example (e.g., an outlier or error) if it greatly increases the likelihood of all other data.
Validity is defined with respect to a set V ⊆ X, and q(V ) is the probability that a random example generated
from q lies within V .
Clearly, there is a tradeoff between coverage and validity. We first focus on the case of (near) perfect
validity. A Valid Generative Modeling (VGM) algorithm if it outputs, for a family of distributions Q over
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X, if it outputs qˆ with (nearly) perfect validity and whose loss is nearly as good as the loss of the best valid
q ∈ Q. More precisely, A is a VGM learner of Q if for any nonempty valid subset V ⊆ X, any probability
distribution p over V , and any ε > 0, A uses n random samples from p and makes m membership oracle
calls to V and outputs a distribution qˆ such that,
Loss(p, qˆ) ≤ min
q∈Q:q(V )=1
Loss(p, q) + ε and q(V ) ≥ 1− ε.
We aim for our learner to be sample and query efficient, requiring that n and m are polynomial in M, 1/ε
and a measure of complexity of our distribution class Q. Furthermore, we would like our algorithms to be
computationally efficient, with a runtime polynomial in the size of the data, namely the n + m training
examples. A more formal description of the problem is available in Section 2.
A is said to be proper if it always outputs qˆ ∈ Q and improper otherwise. In Section 3.2, we first show
that efficient proper learning for VGM is impossible. This is an information-theoretic result, meaning that
even given infinite runtime and positive samples, one still cannot solve the VGM problem. Interestingly, this
is different from binary classification, where it is possible to statistically learn from iid examples without a
membership oracle.
Our first main positive result is an efficient (improper) learner for VGM. The algorithm relies on a subrou-
tine that solves the following Generative Modeling with Negatives (GMN) problem: given sets XP , XN ⊂ X
of positive and negative examples, find the probability distribution q ∈ Q which minimizes ∑x∈XP L(q(x))
subject to the constraint that q(XN ) = 0. For simplicity, we present our algorithm for the case that the
distribution family Q is finite, giving sample and query complexity bounds that are logarithmic in terms of
|Q|. However, as we show in Section 5.3, all of our results extend to infinite families Q. It follows that if
one has a computationally efficient algorithm for the GMN problem for a distribution family Q, then our
reduction gives a computationally efficient VGM learning algorithm for Q.
Our second positive result is an algorithm that minimizes Loss(p, q) subject to a relaxed validity constraint
comparing against the optimal distribution that has validity q(V ) at least 1 − α for some α > 0. We show
in Section 5.1 that even in this more general setting, it is possible to obtain an algorithm that is statistically
efficient but may not be computationally efficient. An important open question is whether there exists a
computationally efficient algorithm for this problem when given access to an optimization oracle, as was the
case for our algorithm for VGM.
1.1 Related Work
[KMR+94] showed how to learn distributions from positive examples in the realizable setting, i.e., where the
true distribution is assumed to belong to the class being learned. In the same sense as their work is similar
to PAC learning [Val84] of distributions, our work is like agnostic learning [KSS94] in which no assumption
on the true distribution is made.
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [GPAM+14] are an approach for generative modeling from pos-
itive examples alone, in which a generative model is trained against a discriminator that aims to distinguish
real data from generated data. In some domains, GANs have been shown to outperform other methods
at generating realistic-looking examples. Several shortcomings of GANs have been observed [ARZ18], and
GANs are still subject to the theoretical limitations we argue are inherent to any model trained without a
validity oracle.
In supervised learning, there is a rich history of learning theory with various types of queries, including
membership which are not unlike our (in)validity oracle. Under various assumptions, queries have been
shown to facilitate the learning of complex classes such as finite automata [Ang88] and DNFs [Jac97]. See
the survey of [Ang92] for further details. Interestingly, [Fel09] has shown that for agnostic learning, i.e.,
without making assumptions on the generating distribution, the addition of membership queries does not
enhance what is learnable beyond random examples alone. Supervised learning also has a large literature
around active learning, showing how the ability to query examples reduces the sample complexity of many
algorithms. See the survey of [Han14]. Note that the aim here is typically to save examples and not to
expand what is learnable.
More sophisticated models, e.g., involving neural networks, can mitigate the invalidity problem as they
often generate more realistic natural language and have even been demonstrated to generate LATEX that
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nearly compiles [Kar15] or nearly valid Wikipedia markdown. However, longer strings generated are unlikely
to be valid. For example, [Kar15] shows generated markdown which includes:
==Access to ”rap=== The current history of the BGA has been [[Vatican Oriolean Diet]],
British Armenian, published in 1893. While actualistic such conditions such as the [[Style Mark
Romanians]] are still nearly not the loss.
Even ignoring the mismatched quotes and equal signs, note that this example has two so-called “red
links” to two pages that do not exist. Without checking, it was not obvious to us whether or not Wikipedia
had pages titled Vatican Oriolean Diet or Style Mark Romanians. In some applications, one may or may not
want to disallow red links. In the case that they are considered valid, one may seek a full generative model
of what might plausibly occur inside of brackets, as the neural network has learned in this case. If they are
disallowed, a model might memorize links it has seen but not generate new ones. A validity oracle can help
the learner identify what it should avoid generating.
In practice, [KPHL17] discuss how generative models from neural networks (in particular autoencoders)
often generate invalid sequences. [JWP+18] learn the validity of examples output by a generative model
using oracle feedback.
2 Problem Formulation
We will consider a setting where we have access to a distribution p over a (possibly infinite) set X, and let
px be the probability mass assigned by p to each x ∈ X. For simplicity, we assume that all distributions
are discrete, but our results extend naturally to continuous settings as well. Let supp(p) ⊆ X denote the
support of distribution p. We assume we have two types of access to p:
1. Sample access: We may draw samples xi ∼ p;
2. Invalidity access: We may query whether a point xi is “invalid”.
To be more precise on the second point, we assume we have access to an oracle which can answer queries
to the function Inv : X → {0, 1}, where Inv(x) = 1 indicates that a point is “invalid.” As shorthand, we
will use Inv(q) = Ex∼q[Inv(x)]. Put another way, if V is the set of valid points, then Inv(q) = 1 − q(V ).
Henceforth, we find it more convenient to upper-bound invalidity rather than lower-bound validity.
For this work, we will assume that Inv(x) = 0 for all x ∈ supp(p), i.e., Inv(p) = 0, though examples may
also have Inv(x) = 0 even if p(x) = 0. However, we note that it is relatively straightforward to extend our
results to a more general case by simply removing from the random positive examples from those that have
Inv(xi) = 1.
Our goal is to output a distribution qˆ with low invalidity and expected loss, for some monotone decreasing
loss function L : [0, 1]→ [0,M ]. In addition to the natural loss function L(qx) = min(M, log 1/qx) mentioned
earlier, a convex bounded loss is L(qx) = log 1/(qx + exp(−M)). For a class Q of candidate distributions q
over X, we aim to solve the following problem:
min
q∈Q
Inv(q)=0
Loss(q) = min
q∈Q
Inv(q)=0
Ex∼p [L(qx)] .
Let OPT be the minimum value of this objective function, and q∗ be a distribution which achieves this value.
In practice we can never determine with certainty whether any qˆ has 0 invalidity. Instead, given ε1, ε2 > 0,
we want that Loss(qˆ) ≤ OPT + ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2.
Remark 1. Note that given a candidate distribution qˆ it is straightforward to check whether it satifies the
loss and validity requirements, with probability 1− δ, by computing the empirical loss using O
(
1
ε21
log(1/δ)
)
samples from p and by querying the invalidity oracle O
(
1
ε2
log(1/δ)
)
times using samples generated from qˆ.
This observation allows us to focus on distribution learning algorithms that succeed with a constant probability
as we can amplify the success probability to 1 − δ by repeating the learning process O(log(1/δ)) times and
checking whether the ouput is correct.
4
3 Proper Learning
For ease of exposition, we begin with a canonical and simple example, where our goal is to approximate
the distribution p using a uniform distribution over a two-dimensional rectangle (or, in higher dimensions, a
multi-dimensional box).
Here, the goal is to find a uniform distribution q∗ over a rectangle that best approximates p (i.e., minimizes
some loss) while lying entirely in its valid region. We are allowed to output a uniform distribution qˆ over a
rectangle that has at least 1−ε2 of its mass within the valid region. Figure 1 illustrates the target distribution
q∗ graphically.
3.1 Example: Uniform distributions over a Box
Let X = {0, 1, ...,∆− 1}d and assume that Q is the family of distributions that are uniform over a box, i.e.
for every q ∈ Q, there exists ~a,~b ∈ {0, 1, ...,∆− 1}d such that:
qx =
I[∀i ∈ {1, ..., d} : xi ∈ [ai, bi]]∏d
i=1(bi − ai + 1)
Theorem 1. Using O
(
dM2
ε21
)
samples and 1ε2
(
dM
ε1
)O(d)
invalidity queries on p, there exists an algorithm
which identifies a distribution qˆ ∈ Q, such that Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2 and Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1 with probability 3/4.
Proof. Since the VC-dimension of d-dimensional boxes is 2d, with probability 7/8 after taking a set XP of
P = O
(
dM2
ε21
)
samples from p, we can estimate p(supp(q)) for all distributions q ∈ Q within ± ε12M by forming
the empirical distribution. This implies that the empirical loss Loss(q) = 1|XP |
∑
x∈Xp L(qx) is an estimate
to the loss function, i.e. Loss(q) ∈ Loss(q)± ε12 .
Now consider the optimal distribution q∗. Observe that any distribution q ∈ Q, such that supp(q) ⊆
supp(q∗) and supp(q)∩XP = supp(q∗)∩XP , satisfies Loss(q) ≤ Loss(q∗) and Inv(q) = 0. Thus, there exists
a q′ ∈ Q with this property that has at least one point x ∈ XP in each of the 2d sides of its box.
As there are at most P 2d such boxes, we can check identify which of their corresponding distribution
q ∈ Q have Inv(q) ≤ ε2 by quering Inv at O
(
1
ε2
log
(
P 2d
))
random points from each of them. This succeeds
with probability 7/8 and uses in total 1ε2
(
dM
ε1
)O(d)
invalidity queries.
We pick qˆ to be the distribution that minimizes the empirical Loss(qˆ) out of those that have no invalid
samples in the support. Overall, with probability 3/4, we have that Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2 and
Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(qˆ) + ε1
2
≤ Loss(q′) + ε1
2
≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1
2
≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1.
3.2 Impossibility of Proper Learning
The example in the previous section required number of queries that is exponential in d in order to output
a distribution qˆ ∈ Q with Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2 and Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1. We show that such an exponential
dependence in d is required when one aims to learn a distribution qˆ properly even for the class of uniform
distributions over axis-parallel boxes.
Theorem 2. Even for ∆ = 2, the number of queries required to find a distribution qˆ ∈ Q such that
Inv(qˆ) ≤ 14 and Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + 12d with probability at least 3/4 is at least 2Ω(d).
Proof. We describe the construction of the lower-bound below:
• The distribution p assigns probability 1/d to each standard basis vector ~ei, i.e., the vector with i-th
entry equal to 1 and all other coordinates equal to 0.
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• For some arbitrary vector y ∈ {0, 1}d with |y| = ∑di=1 yi = d/3, we define Inv(x) as:
Inv(x) =
{
0 if |x| < d/6 or for all i, xi ≤ yi
1 otherwise.
• The loss function is the coverage function, i.e., L(qx) = I[qx = 0], where we pay a loss of 1 for each
point q assigns 0 mass to, and 0 otherwise.
Given this instance, the optimal q∗ is uniform over the box ×di=1{0, yi} and has loss 23 . In order to achieve
loss 23 +
1
2d , the output distribution qˆ must include at least d/3 of the vectors ~ei in its support. Thus, qˆ must
be a box ×di=1{0, y′i} defined by some vector y′ ∈ {0, 1}d with |y′| ≥ d/3. Moreover, it must be that y′ = y.
This is because if there exists a coordinate j such that y′j = 1 and yj = 0, then with probability greater
than 1/4, the distribution q produces a sample x with xj = 1 and |x| ≥ d/6. Since such a sample is invalid,
Inv(qˆ) > 14 which would lead to a contradiction.
Therefore the goal is to find the vector y. Since any samples from p only produce points ei they provide
no information about y. Furthermore, queries to Inv at points x with |x| < d/6 or |x| > d/3 also provide
no information about y, as in the former case Inv(x) = 0 since |x| < d/6, and in the latter case Inv(x) = 1
since there will always be an i where 1 = xi > yi = 0. Therefore, it only makes sense to query points with
|x| ∈ [d/6, d/3].
We show that the number of queries needed to identify the true y is exponential in d. We do this with a
Gilbert-Varshamov style argument. To see this, consider a set of vectors Y ⊂ {0, 1}d such that for all y′ ∈ Y
we have that |y′| = d/3 and any two distinct vectors y1, y2 ∈ Y have fewer than d/6 coordinates where they
are both 1, i.e.
∑
i y
1
i · y2i < d/6.
Given this set Y , note that any query to Inv at a point x with |x| ∈ [d/6, d/3] eliminates at most a single
y′ ∈ Y . Thus with fewer than |Y |/2 queries, the probability that the true y is identified is less than 1/2.
To complete the proof, we show that a set Y exists with |Y | = ed/216. We will use a randomized
construction where we pick |Y | random points y1, ..., y|Y | ∈ {0, 1}d with |ya| = d/3 uniformly at random.
Consider two such random points ya and yb.
Define the random variable zi to be 1 if y
1
i = y
2
i = 1 and 0 otherwise. We have
Pr[zi = 1] =
1
3
· 1
3
=
1
9
.
Although zi’s are not independent, they are negative correlated. We can apply the multiplicative Chernoff
bound:
Pr
[
d∑
i=1
zi ≥ d/6
]
≤ e−d/108
Then by a union bound over all pairs a < b, we have
Pr[∀1 ≤ a < b ≤ |Y |,
∑
i
yai · ybi < d/6] > 1−
(|Y |
2
)
· e−d/108 > 0.
This shows that the number of queries an algorithm must make to succeed with probability at least 3/4 is
at least 2Ω(d).
As Theorem 2 shows, proper learning suffers from a “needle in a haystack” phenomenon. To build
intuition, we present an alternative simpler setting that illustrates this point more clearly.
Let Q be the set of all distributions qi that, with probability
1
2 , output 0, and otherwise output i > 0.
Let p be the distribution that always outputs 0 and suppose that Inv(i) = 1 for all i 6= {0, i∗} for some
arbitrary i∗. In order to properly learn the distribution qˆ, one needs to locate the hidden i∗ by querying
the invalidity oracle many times. This requires a number of queries that is proportional to the size of the
domain X, which is intractable when the domain is large (e.g., in high dimensions) or even infinite.
Note, however, that in this example, even though learning a distribution q within the family Q is hard,
we can easily come up with an improper distribution that always outputs point 0. Such a distribution is
always valid and achieves optimal loss. In the next section we show that even though proper learning may
be information-theoretically expensive or impossible, it is actually always possible to improperly learn using
polynomially many samples and invalidity queries.
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4 Improper Learning
In this section, we show that if we are allowed to output a distribution that is not in the original family
Q, we can efficiently identify a distribution that achieves close to optimal loss and almost-full validity using
only polynomially many samples from p and invalidity queries.
4.1 Algorithm
We provide an algorithm, Algorithm 1, that can solve the task computationally efficiently assuming access
to an optimization oracle Oracle(XP , XN ). Oracle(XP , XN ) takes as input sets XP and XN of positive and
negative (invalid) points and outputs a distribution q from the family of distributions Q that minimizes the
empirical loss with respect to XP such that supp(q)∩XN = ∅, i.e. no negative point in XN is in the support
of q.
1: Input: Distribution family Q, sample and invalidity access to p, and parameters ε1, ε2 > 0.
2: Draw a set XP of P samples from p.
3: Set XN ← ∅
4: for i = 1, ..., R do
5: Let qi ← Oracle(XP , XN ).
6: Generate T samples from qi and query the invalidity of each of them.
7: Let x−1 , ..., x
−
k be the invalid samples.
8: if there are no invalid samples, i.e. k = 0 then
9: return qi
10: else
11: Set XN ← XN ∪ {x−1 , ..., x−k }
12: end if
13: end for
14: Sample i ∼ Uniform({1, ..., R})
15: Let Ai ← {x : ∃j > i with x ∈ supp(qj)}
16: return the distribution that samples x ∼ qi and outputs x if x ∈ Ai and any valid point x∗ o/w
Algorithm 1: Improperly learning to generate valid samples
The algorithm repeatedly finds the distribution with minimum loss that doesn’t contain any of the
invalid points seen so far and tests whether it achieves almost full-validity. If it does, then it outputs that
distribution. Otherwise it tries again using the new set of invalid points. However, this process could repeat
for a very long time without finding a distribution. To avoid this, after running for a few rounds, if it has
failed to output a distribution, the algorithm is able to generate an improper distribution that provides the
required guarantee to solve the task. This meta-distribution is obtained by randomly picking one of the
candidate distributions examined so far and filtering out points that no other distributions agree on.
4.2 Analysis
We show that this Algorithm 1 outputs with high probability a distribution qˆ that has Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1
and Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2.
Theorem 3. The choice of parameters
P = Θ
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
, R = Θ
(
M
ε1
)
, T = Θ
(
R
ε2
log |Q|
)
(1)
guarantees that Algorithm 1 outputs w.p. 3/4 a distribution qˆ with Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2
using Θ
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
samples from p and Θ
(
M2
ε21ε2
log |Q|
)
invalidity queries.
The algorithm runs in time polynomial in M , ε−11 , ε
−1
2 , and log |Q| assuming that the following each can
be performed at unit cost: (a) queries to Oracle, (b) sampling from the distributions output by Oracle, and
(c) checking whether a point x is in the support of a distribution output by Oracle.
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Of course, the success probability can be boosted from 3/4 to arbitrarily close to 1 − δ by repeating
the algorithm O(log 1/δ) times and taking the best output. We prove Theorem 3 by showing two lemmas,
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, bounding the invalidity and loss of the returned distribution.
Lemma 1. The returned distribution qˆ by Algorithm 1 satisfies Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2 w.p. 7/8.
Proof. Let Invalid = {x : Inv(x) = 1} be the set of invalid points. Consider qi for some i and any distribution
q ∈ Q. If qi(supp(q) ∩ Invalid) ≥ ε2R , then with probability at least ε2R a sample generated from qi lies in
supp(q)∩ Invalid. Thus, with T = Θ( Rε2 log |Q|) samples at least one lies in supp(q)∩ Invalid w.p. 1− 18|Q|R .
By a union bound for all i and q ∈ Q, we get that with probability 7/8 for all qi and all distributions q ∈ Q,
if qi(supp(q) ∩ Invalid) ≥ ε2R then at least one of the T samples drawn from qi lies in supp(q) ∩ Invalid. We
therefore assume that this holds.
Then, if the returned distribution qˆ = qi for some i, we get
Inv(qi) = qi(supp(qi) ∩ Invalid) < ε2
R
≤ ε2
as required. To complete the proof we show the required property when returned distribution qˆ is the
improper meta-distribution.
We have that for all j > i, qi(supp(qj)∩ Invalid) < ε2R since after round i for any q ∈ Q with qi(supp(q)∩
Invalid) ≥ ε2R the set XN will contain at least one point in supp(q)∩ Invalid and thus any such q will not be
considered.
Therefore, we have that
Inv(qˆ) = Ex∼qˆ [Inv(x)]
= Ex∼qi
[
Inv(x) · I [∃j > i : x ∈ supp(qj)]]
≤
R∑
j=i+1
Ex∼qi
[
Inv(x) · I [x ∈ supp(qj)]]
=
R∑
j=i+1
qi(supp(qj) ∩ Invalid) ≤
R∑
j=i+1
ε2
R
< ε2.
Lemma 2. The returned distribution qˆ by Algorithm 1 satisfies Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1 w.p. 7/8.
Proof. Since we draw P = Θ
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
samples from p, we have that the empirical loss Loss(q) ∈
Loss(q)± ε14 for all q ∈ Q with probability 1− 1/16. We thus assume from here on that this is true.
In that case, must be that Loss(qi) ≤ Loss(q∗). This is because the algorithm terminates if qi = q∗ since
q∗ generates no invalid samples and no qi with Loss(qi) > Loss(q∗) will be considered before examining q∗.
This implies that at any point, we have that Loss(qi) ≤ Loss(qi) + ε14 ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε14 ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε12 .
Therefore, in the case that the distribution that is output is qˆ = qi it will satisfy the given condition.
To complete the proof we show the required property when returned distribution qˆ is the improper meta-
distribution.
In that case, we have that for any i ∈ [R]:
Loss(qˆ) ≤ Ex∼p
[
L
(
qix · I
[∃j > i : x ∈ supp(qj)])]
≤ Loss(qi) +M · Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1
2
+M · Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
However, since a random index i ∼ Uniform({1, ..., R}) is chosen, we have that in expectation over this
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random choice
Ei
[
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]]
≤ 1
R
R∑
i=1
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
≤ 1
R
Ex∼p
[
R∑
i=1
I
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]] ≤ 1
R
where the last inequality follows since
∑R
i=1 I
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)] ≤ 1 as only the largest
i with x ∈ supp(qi) has that for all j > i, x /∈ supp(qj).
By Markov’s inequality, we have that with probability 1− 1/16, a random i will have
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)] ≤ 16
R
.
Therefore, the choice of R = 32Mε1 = Θ
(
M
ε1
)
guarantees that Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1. The overall failure
probability is at most 1/16 + 1/16 = 1/8.
5 Extensions
5.1 Partial validity
In this section, we consider a generalization of our main setting, where we allow some slack in the validity
constraint. More precisely, given some parameter α > 0, we now have the requirement that Loss(qˆ) ≤
Loss(q∗) + ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ α+ ε2, where q∗ is the optimal distribution which minimizes Loss(q∗) such that
Inv(q∗) ≤ α.
5.1.1 Algorithm
We provide an algorithm for solving the partial validity problem in Algorithm 2. This method is sample-
efficient, requiring a number of samples which is poly
(
M, ε−11 , ε
−1
2 , log |Q|
)
.
5.1.2 Analysis
We will show that, with high probability, Algorithm 2 outputs a distribution qˆ that has Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1
and Inv(qˆ) ≤ α+ ε2.
Theorem 4. Suppose that the loss function L is convex. The choice of parameters
n1 = Θ
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
, n2 = Θ
(
M2
ε21ε
2
2
log |Q| log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
))
(2)
guarantees that Algorithm 2 outputs w.p. 3/4 a distribution with Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ α+ε2
using Θ
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
samples from p and Θ
(
M3
ε31ε
3
2
log2 |Q| log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
))
invalidity queries.
Remark 2. We note that this algorithm still works in the case where points may be “partially valid” –
specifically, we let Inv : X → [0, 1] take fractional values. This requires that we have access to some point
x∗ where Inv(x∗) = 0, which we assume is given to us by some oracle. For instance, the distribution may
choose to output a dummy symbol ⊥, rather than output something which may not be valid.
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1: Input: Sample and invalidity access to a distribution p, parameters ε1, ε2, α > 0, a family of
distributions Q.
2: Using n1 samples from p, empirically estimate Loss(q) ∈ Loss(q)± ε13 for all q ∈ Q.
3: for ` ∈ {0, ε13 , ...,M} do
4: Let D = {q ∈ Q | Loss(q) ≤ `}.
5: Let x∗ be any point with Inv(x∗) = 0.
6: Let µD be the distribution which samples a distribution q uniformly from D, and then draws a
sample from q.
7: while D 6= ∅ do
8: Draw n2 samples x1, ..., xn2 from µD.
9: if 1n2
∑n2
i=1 Inv(xi) Prq∼Uniform(D)[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ] ≤ α+ 4ε25 then
10: return µ′D, which samples x from µD with probability
Pr
q∼Uniform(D)
[q(x)ε1 < 3µD(x)M ],
and samples x∗ otherwise.
11: else
12: Remove all distributions q from D for which
1
n2
n2∑
i=1
Inv(xi)
q(xi)
µD(xi)
I[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ] > α+
ε2
5
.
13: end if
14: end while
15: end for
Algorithm 2: Learning a distribution with partial validity
We prove Theorem 4 through three lemmas. The sample complexity bound follows from the values of n1,
n2, the fact that we have at most O
(
M
ε1
)
iterations of the loop at Line 3, and Lemma 3 which bounds the
number of iterations of the loop at Line 7 as O
(
log |Q|
ε2
)
for any `. To argue correctness, Lemmas 4 and 5
bound the invalidity and loss of any output distribution, respectively.
Lemma 3. With probability at least 14/15, the loop at Line 7 requires at most O
(
log |Q|
ε2
)
iterations for each
`.
Proof. To bound the number of iterations, we will show that if no distribution is output, |D| shrinks by a
factor 1− ε25 . As we start with at most |Q| candidate distributions, this implies the required bound.
We note that we have a multiplicative term log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
)
in the expression for n2. This corresponds to
certain estimates being accurate for the first poly(M, log |Q|, ε−11 , ε−12 ) times they are required by a union
bound argument. As this proof will justify, each line in the algorithm is run at most M log |Q|ε1ε2 times. Thus,
for ease of exposition, we simply will state that estimates are accurate for every time the line is run.
We thus need to count how many candidate distributions in D are eliminated in every round given that
the empirical invalidity of µ′D is at least α+
4ε2
5 , i.e.
1
N
N∑
i=1
Inv(xi) Pr
q∼Uniform(D)
[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ] > α+
4ε2
5
.
This implies that the true invalidity of µ′D is at least α +
3ε2
5 : since n2 = Ω
(
1
ε22
· log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
))
, we have
that Inv(µ′D) = Inv(µ
′
D)± ε25 each time this line is run, with probability 29/30.
Similarly, for every q we have that the estimator 1n2
∑n2
i=1 Inv(xi)
q(xi)
µD(xi)
I[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ] is an
accurate estimator for the validity of q′ which is the distribution that generates a sample x from q and
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returns x if q(x)ε1 ≤ 3µD(x)M and x∗ otherwise. This is because, since Inv(x∗) = 0, we have
Ex∼µD
[
Inv(x)
q(x)
µD(x)
I[q(x)ε1 < 3µD(x)M ]
]
= Ex∼q [Inv(x)I[q(x)ε1 < 3µD(x)M ]]
= Ex∼q′ [Inv(x)] = Inv(q′).
Note that our estimate Inv(q′) is the empirical value
1
n2
n2∑
i=1
Inv(xi)
q(xi)
µD(xi)
I[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ],
where
q(xi)
µD(xi)
I[q(xi)ε1 < 3µD(xi)M ] ≤ 3M
ε1
.
Since we are estimating the expectation of a function upper bounded by O(M/ε1) and there are at most |Q|
distributions q′ at each iterations, n2 = Ω
(
M2
ε21ε
2
2
log |Q| log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
))
samples are sufficient to have that
the empirical estimator Inv(q′) = Inv(q′) ± ε25 for all distributions q′ considered and all times this line is
run, with probability 29/30. Thus, it is sufficient to count how many q ∈ D exist with Inv(q′) > α+ 3ε25 .
To do this, we notice that Eq∈Uniform(D)[Inv(q′)] = Inv(µ′D) > α +
3ε2
5 . Then, as Inv(q
′) ≤ 1, we have
that Prq∼Uniform(D)[Inv(q′) > α+ 2ε25 ] ≥ ε25 . This yields the required shrinkage of the set D.
Lemma 4. With probability at least 14/15, if at any step a distribution µ′D is output, Inv(µ
′
D) ≤ α+ ε2.
Proof. The estimator 1n2
∑n2
i=1 Inv(xi) Prq∼Uniform(D)[q(xi)ε1 < 2µD(xi)M ] estimates the empirical fraction
of samples that are invalid for distribution µ′D. Since n2 = Ω
(
1
ε22
log
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
))
, and by Lemma 3 each line
is run at most O
(
M log |Q|
ε1ε2
)
times, the empirical estimate of Inv(µ′D) = Inv(µ
′
D)± ε25 for all iterations, with
probability at least 14/15. The statement holds as µ′D is only returned if the estimate for the invalidity of
µ′D is at most α+
4ε2
5 .
Lemma 5. With probability at least 14/15, if at any step a distribution µ′D is output, Loss(µ
′
D) ≤ `+ 2ε1/3,
where ` is the step at which the distribution was output.
Proof. For any q ∈ D denote by q′ the distribution that generates a sample x from q and returns x if
q(x)ε1 ≤ 3µD(x)M and x∗ otherwise. Notice that µ′D(x) = Eq∼Uniform(D)[q′(x)]. We have that
Loss(µ′D) = Ex∼p[L(µ
′
D(x))] ≤ Ex∼p[Eq∼Uniform(D)[L(q′(x))]]
≤ E x∼p
q∼Uniform(D)
[L(q(x)) +M · I[q(x)ε1 > 3µD(x)M ]]
≤ sup
q∈D
Loss(q) +M · Pr
x∼p
q∼Uniform(D)
[q(x)ε1 > 3µD(x)M ]
The equality is the definition of Loss, the first inequality uses convexity of L and Jensen’s inequality, and
the second inequality uses the fact that L(·) ≤M .
However, for any given x, we have that Eq∼Uniform(D)[q(x)] = µD(x) and thus by Markov’s inequality we
obtain that for all x
Pr
q∼Uniform(D)
[q(x)ε1 > 3µD(x)M ] ≤ ε1
3M
.
This implies that M · Pr x∼p
q∼Uniform(D)
[q(x)ε1 > 3µD(x)M ] is at most
ε1
3 . To complete the proof we note
that supq∈D Loss(q) is at most ` +
ε1
3 : since we are estimating the mean of L(·) which is bounded by M ,
there are |Q| distributions q which are considered, and n1 = Ω
(
M2
ε21
log |Q|
)
, the statement holds for all q
simultaneously with probability at least 14/15.
The proof of Theorem 4 concludes by observing that the optimal distribution q∗ is never eliminated
(assuming all estimates involving its loss and validity are accurate, which happens with probability at least
19/20), and that the loop in line 3 steps by increments of ε1/3. Combining this with Lemma 5, if we output
qˆ, then Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1.
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5.2 General Densities
For simplicity of presentation, we have formulated the above results in terms of probability mass functions
q on a discrete domain X. However, we note that all of the above results easily extend to general density
functions on an abstract measurable space X, which may be either discrete or uncountable. Specifically,
if we let µ0 denote an arbitrary reference measure on X, then we may consider the family Q to be a set
of probability density functions q with respect to µ0: that is, non-negative measurable functions such that∫
qdµ0 = 1. For the results above, we require that we have a way to (efficiently) generate iid samples having
the distribution whose density is q. For the full-validity results, the only additional requirements are that we
are able to (efficiently) test whether a given x is in the support of q, and that we have access to Oracle(·, ·)
defined with respect to the set Q. For the results on partial-validity, we require the ability to explicitly
evaluate the function q at any x ∈ X. The results then hold as stated, and the proofs remain unchanged
(overloading notation to let qx denote the value of the density q at x, and q(A) =
∫
A
qdµ0 the measure of A
under the probability measure whose density is q).
5.3 Infinite Families of Distributions
It is also possible to extend all of the above results to infinite families Q, expressing the sample complexity
requirements in terms of the VC dimension ([VC74]) of the supports d = VCdim({supp(q) : q ∈ Q}), and the
fat-shattering dimension ([ABDCBH97]) of the family of loss-composed densities s(ε) = fatε({x 7→ L(qx) :
q ∈ Q}).
We recall the definitions of these two concepts:
Definition 1. Let F be a collection of functions which map X into {0, 1}. A set X = (x1, . . . , xn) ⊆ X is
said to be shattered if for every mapping g : X → {0, 1} there exists fg ∈ F such that fg(xi) = g(xi). The
VC dimension of F , denoted VCdim(F), is the largest n such that there exists a set X of cardinality n that
is shattered, and ∞ if no such n exists. Also, the VC dimension VCdim(S) of a collection S of sets S ⊆ X
is defined as the VC dimension of the corresponding set of indicator functions.
Definition 2. Let F be a collection of functions which map X into R. A set X = (x1, . . . , xn) ⊆ X is
said to be fat-shattered to width ε if there exists v : X → R such that, for every mapping g : X → {0, 1}
there exists fg ∈ F and such that fg(xi) ≥ v(xi) + ε if g(xi) = 1, and fg(xi) ≤ v(xi) − ε if g(xi) = 0. The
fat-shattering dimension of F of width ε, denoted fatε(F), is the largest n such that there exists a set X of
cardinality n that is fat-shattered to width ε, and ∞ if no such n exists.
In this case, in the context of the full-validity results, for simplicity we assume that in the evaluations
of Oracle(XP , XN ) defined above, there always exists at least one minimizer q ∈ Q of the empirical loss
with respect to XP such that supp(q) ∩XN = ∅.2 We then have the following result. For completeness, we
include a full proof in the appendix.
Theorem 5. For a numerical constant c ∈ (0, 1], the choice of parameters
P = Θ
(
s(cε1/M)M
2
ε21
log
M
ε1
)
, R = Θ
(
M
ε1
)
, T = Θ
(
Rd
ε2
log
1
ε2
)
guarantees that Algorithm 1 outputs w.p. 3/4 a distribution qˆ with Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2
using P samples from p and RT invalidity queries.
The algorithm runs in time polynomial in M , ε−11 , ε
−1
2 , d, and sε1/256 assuming that queries to the
optimization oracle can be computed in polynomial time. Moreover, sampling from the resulting distribution
qˆ can also be performed in polynomial time.
For partial-validity, we can also extend to infiniteQ, though in this case via a more-cumbersome technique.
Specifically, let us suppose the densities q ∈ Q are bounded by 1 (this can be replaced by any value by varying
the sample size n2). Then we consider running Algorithm 2 as usual, except replacing Step 4 with the step
D = Coverε2({q ∈ Q|Loss(q) ≤ `}),
2It is straightforward to remove this assumption by supposing Oracle(XP , XN ) returns a q that very-nearly minimizes the
empirical loss, and handling this case requires only superficial modifications to the arguments.
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where for any R ⊆ Q, Coverε2(R) denotes a minimal subset of R such that ∀q ∈ R, ∃qε2 ∈ Coverε2(R) with∫ |qx − qε2x |µ0(dx) ≤ ε2: that is, an ε2-cover of R under L1(µ0). Let us refer to this modified algorithm as
Algorithm 2′. We have the following result.
Theorem 6. Suppose that the loss function L is convex. For a numerical constant c ∈ (0, 1], the choice of
parameters
n1 = Θ
(
s(cε1/M)M
2
ε21
log
(
M
ε1
))
, n2 = Θ
(
M2fatcε2 (Q)
ε21ε
2
2
log2
(
M fatcε2 (Q)
ε1ε2
))
guarantees that Algorithm 2′ (with parameters ε1, ε2, and α + ε2) outputs w.p. 3/4 a distribution with
Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1 and Inv(qˆ) ≤ α+2ε2 using n1 samples from p and Θ
(
M3fatcε2 (Q)
2
ε31ε
3
2
log3
(
M fatcε2 (Q)
ε1ε2
))
invalidity queries.
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A Proofs for Infinite Families of Distributions
The proofs of the results on handling infinite Q sets follow analogously to the original proofs for finite |Q|,
but with a few modifications to make use of results from the learning theory literature on infinite function
classes. For completeness, we include the full details of these proofs here.
A.1 Proof of Theorem 5
We begin with the proof of Theorem 5. As above, we consider two key lemmas.
Lemma 6. For P , R, and T as in Theorem 5, the distribution returns by Algorithm 1 satisfies Inv(qˆ) ≤ ε2
with probability at least 7/8.
Proof. Following the original proof above, let Invalid = {x : Inv(x) = 1} be the set of invalid points.
Consider qi for some i and any distribution q ∈ Q. If qi(supp(q) ∩ Invalid) ≥ ε2R , then with probability at
least ε2R a sample generated from q
i lies in supp(q)∩ Invalid. Furthermore, we note that the VC dimension of
the collection of sets {supp(q)∩ Invalid : q ∈ Q} is at most d. Thus, with T = Θ(Rdε2 log 1ε2 ) samples from qi,
the classic sample complexity result from PAC learning [VC74, BEHW89] implies that with probability at
least 1− 18R , every q ∈ Q with qi(supp(q)∩Invalid) ≥ ε2R has at least one of the T samples in supp(q)∩Invalid.
By a union bound, this holds for all i in the algorithm. Suppose this event holds.
In particular, this implies that if the algorithm returns in Step 9, so that the returned distribution qˆ = qi
for some i, then Inv(qi) = qi(supp(qi)∩Invalid) < ε2R ≤ ε2 as required. Furthermore, if the algorithm returns
14
in Step 16 instead, then the above event implies that for every i, j with i < j, qi(supp(qi) ∩ Invalid) < ε2R .
Therefore, if we fix the value of i selected in Step 14, we have that
Inv(qˆ) = Ex∼qˆ [Inv(x)]
= Ex∼qi
[
Inv(x) · I [∃j > i : x ∈ supp(qj)]]
≤
R∑
j=i+1
Ex∼qi
[
Inv(x) · I [x ∈ supp(qj)]]
=
R∑
j=i+1
qi(supp(qj) ∩ Invalid) ≤
R∑
j=i+1
ε2
R
< ε2.
Lemma 7. For P , R, and T as in Theorem 5, the distribution qˆ returned by Algorithm 1 satisfies Loss(qˆ) ≤
Loss(q∗) + ε1 with probability at least 7/8.
Proof. Combining Corollary 2 of [Hau92] with Theorem 1 of [MV03], we conclude that for P = Θ
(
s(cε1/M)M
2
ε21
log Mε1
)
samples from p, we have that the empirical loss Loss(q) ∈ Loss(q) ± ε14 simultaneously for all q ∈ Q with
probability at least 15/16. From here on, let us suppose this event occurs.
In that case, it must be that Loss(qi) ≤ Loss(q∗). This is because the algorithm terminates if ever
qi = q∗ since q∗ generates no invalid samples, and yet no qi with Loss(qi) > Loss(q∗) will be considered
before examining q∗.
This implies that at any point, we have that Loss(qi) ≤ Loss(qi) + ε14 ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε14 ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε12 .
Therefore, in the case that the distribution that is output is qˆ = qi it will satisfy the given condition.
To complete the proof we show the required property when returned distribution qˆ is the improper meta-
distribution.
In that case, we have that:
Loss(qˆ) ≤ Ex∼p
[
L
(
qix · I
[∃j > i : x ∈ supp(qj)])]
≤ Loss(qi) +M · Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1
2
+M · Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
However, since a random index i ∼ Uniform({1, ..., R}) is chosen, we have that in expectation over this
random choice
Ei
[
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]]
=
1
R
R∑
i=1
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]
=
1
R
Ex∼p
[
R∑
i=1
I
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)]] ≤ 1
R
where the last inequality follows since
∑R
i=1 I
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)] ≤ 1 as only the largest
i with x ∈ supp(qi) has that for all j > i, x /∈ supp(qj).
By Markov’s inequality, we have that with probability at least 15/16, a random i will have
Pr
x∼p
[
x ∈ supp(qi) ∧ ∀j > i : x /∈ supp(qj)] ≤ 16
R
.
Therefore, the choice of R = 32Mε1 = Θ
(
M
ε1
)
guarantees that Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗) + ε1. The overall failure
probability is at most 1/16 + 1/16 = 1/8.
Proof of Theorem 5. Theorem 5 follows immediately from the above two lemmas by a union bound.
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A.2 Proof of Theorem 6
Next, the proof of Theorem 6 follows similarly to the original proof of Theorem 4, with a few important
adjustments. As in the statement of the theorem, we consider running Algorithm 2′ with parameters ε1,
ε2, and α + ε2. As in the proof of Theorem 4, we proceed by establishing three key lemmas. As much of
this proof essentially follows by plugging in the altered set D (from the new Step 4) to the arguments of the
original proofs above, in the proofs of these lemmas we only highlight the reasons for which this substitution
remains valid and yields the stated result.
Lemma 8. With probability at least 14/15, the loop at Line 7 of Algorithm 2′ requires at most O
(
fatcε2 (Q)
ε2
log
(
1
ε2
))
iterations for each `.
Proof. We invoke the original argument from the proof of Lemma 3 verbatim, except that rather than
bounding the initial size |D| in Step 4 by |Q|, we use the fact that Step 4 in Algorithm 2′ initializes |D| to
the minimal size of an ε2-cover of {q ∈ Q|Loss(q) ≤ `}, which is at most the size of a minimal ε2-cover of Q
(under the L1(µ0) pseudo-metric). Thus, Theorem 1 of [MV03] implies that, for every `, this initial set D
satisfies
log(|D|) = O
(
fatcε2(Q) log
(
1
ε2
))
. (3)
The lemma then follows from the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 9. With probability at least 14/15, if at any step a distribution µ′D is output, Inv(µ
′
D) ≤ α+ 2ε2.
Proof. The argument remains identical to the proof of Lemma 4, except again substituting for log |Q| the
quantity on the right hand side of (3), and substituting α+ ε2 for α.
Lemma 10. With probability at least 14/15, if at any step a distribution µ′D is output, Loss(µ
′
D) ≤ `+2ε1/3,
where ` is the step at which the distribution was output.
Proof. Combining Corollary 2 of [Hau92] with Theorem 1 of [MV03] implies that the choice n1 = Θ
(
s(cε1/M)M
2
ε21
log
(
M
ε1
))
suffices to guarantee every q ∈ Q has Loss(q) within ±ε1/3 of Loss(q). Substituting this argument for the
final step in the proof of Lemma 5, and leaving the rest of that proof intact, this result follows.
Proof of Theorem 6. The proof of Theorem 6 concludes by observing that, upon reaching ` within ε1/3 of
Loss(q∗) (where q∗ is the optimal distribution), the closest (in L1(µ0)) element q of the corresponding D set
will have Inv(q) ≤ Inv(q∗)+ε2 ≤ α+ε2, and (by definition of D) Loss(q) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1/3. Thus, this q will
never be eliminated (assuming all estimates involving its loss and validity are accurate, which happens with
probability at least 19/20). Combining this with Lemma 10, if we output qˆ, then Loss(qˆ) ≤ Loss(q∗)+ε1.
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